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Reform Motion Pictures, 1933–1935
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In his 1932 book Jews on Approval, the popular writer and orator
Maurice Samuel argued that Jews “are probably the only people in the
world to whom it has ever been proposed that their historic destiny
is—to be nice.” Writing about American Jews of his day, he asserted
that they are driven by a “fear of gentile opinion” and the “panic of
outside reaction” from which “no platforms or pulpits [are] free.”1
Looking back on the first half of the twentieth century, historian
Henry Feingold has implicitly agreed with Samuel’s assessment: like
other groups trying to attain middle-class status, Jewish immigrants
and their descendants appeared “to bear more than their share of
concern for appearances. They want[ed], above all else, to be
acceptable and [were] often willing to go to extreme lengths to
achieve respectability.”2 This “everlasting drive for status,” critic John
Murray Cuddihy asserts, has been a central force of Jewish life in the
Diaspora, and it can be summed up by “a simple question: What will
the Gentiles say? Or think?”3
This concern for the public image of American Jews has always
been an essential component of the American Jewish relationship to
the film industry. Throughout the twentieth century, various elements
of the American Jewish community sought to influence the content
and message of American motion pictures. As such, Jews constituted
just one of many groups which exerted pressure on the film industry,
recognizing the power of film to entertain and inform, and attempting
to police their public image by manipulating this central form of
American popular culture.4 The Jewish relationship to the film
industry is a particularly valuable area in which to understand the
Jewish quest for status and concern for appearances, for here Jews
were forced to articulate quite concretely—indeed, even visually—the
way they wanted to be perceived by the outside world.
Although this dynamic has been ever-present in the Jewish
relationship with the film industry, the discussion of the dangers to
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the Jewish public image posed by motion pictures became especially
intense in the early 1930s. Between 1930 and 1934, American debates
over film content reached a fevered pitch, and would-be film
reformers—primarily Protestant and Catholic clergy and lay leaders—
accused the motion picture industry of intentionally corrupting the
morals of film audiences by foisting a seemingly unending stream of
salacious motion pictures on the American people. Because
“Hollywood” had long been synonymous in many film reformers’
minds with“Jews,”attacks on the industry in this period often revealed
disturbing antisemitic undertones. Drawing on a rhetoric that
stretched back for at least two decades—and on a much older
antisemitic theme associating Jews with sexual immorality—many
reformers argued that immoral films were the result of the inherent
immorality of the Jews who made them.5
Yet while film historians have discussed the antisemitism which
often colored film reform rhetoric in this and other periods, not
enough attention has been paid to the role of Jews as film reformers—
not simply as the objects of reformers’ ire. Indeed, in the early 1930s
several Jewish organizations and individuals became deeply involved
in the crusade to reform motion pictures, occupying a unique and
complicated position vis-à-vis the film industry. Because there were
so many Jews in Hollywood, Jewish communal leaders who might
have shared the views of film reformers could not afford simply to join
the crusade against “immoral” motion pictures for fear of feeding the
antisemitism that drove so much of that effort. Yet neither could the
Jewish community sit passively by while other groups criticized the
industry, a stance that might imply either collusion with Jewish
filmmakers or approval of film immorality. The explicit question
became whether Jews could—and should—find a way of criticizing
the product—“immoral”films—without criticizing the producer, who
was so often a Jew.
Under the surface, however, the question of Jewish status, of
Jewish appearances, of gentile reactions, was always present. Jewish
leaders believed that the attacks on Jews in the film industry reflected
in one way or another upon all Jews, because filmmakers were being
attacked specifically as Jews. Various factions of the American Jewish
community chose different routes for responding to this crisis,
depending upon the way they wished to be perceived by the nonJewish world. Although on other occasions they may have struggled
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to construct an appropriate image of Jews on screen, here Jewish
leaders were working toward a different goal: no less than the
preservation of the moral reputation of the American Jewish
community as a whole.
The Setting
The American film industry faced several challenges in the early
1930s. The effects of the Depression began to become apparent in
1931, when weekly movie attendance dropped from the previous
year’s high of ninety million to seventy-five million. In 1932 and 1933,
this figure held steady at only sixty million.6 The industry was also
facing threats to its oligopolistic structure and questionable business
practices, and although these were temporarily sanctioned by the 1933
National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA), industry executives lived in
fear of deeper federal investigations or interference.7 Finally, the socalled Payne Fund Studies, a series of sociological and psychological
studies published in 1933, seemed to demonstrate that movies exerted
an important—and primarily negative—impact on the behavior and
beliefs of their audiences, especially children. Although, according to
the Studies’ most recent historians, the various studies reached only
“cautious conclusions that emphasized limited, indirect models of
media influence and the extent to which individual social and
environmental differences moderated film’s impact on the young,” a
popular summary of the works by Henry James Forman, Our Movie
Made Children, an “antimovie polemic,” became “the representation of
the [Studies] in the public mind.”8
The moral and civic groups that had been trying to reform motion
pictures for decades seized upon the industry’s moment of
vulnerability.9 Film reformers were especially frustrated in the early
1930s because the problem of film immorality had supposedly been
solved with the industry’s adoption of the Production Code in 1930.
The Code, the latest in a series of self-regulatory codes for film content
adopted to fend off threats of external censorship, had seemed the
most far-reaching and promising system yet for controlling movie
morality.10 Written by Father Daniel Lord, a Jesuit priest, and Martin
Quigley, an influential Catholic layman and the editor of the
exhibitors’ trade journal Motion Picture Herald, the Code sought to
create a cinematic moral universe, where evil was always punished
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and good always rewarded.11
But the Code originally lacked an effective enforcement
mechanism, and very quickly the film reformers cried foul. The Studio
Relations Committee (SRC) of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association (MPPDA) had been charged with the task of
assessing moral content of MPPDA members’ films, but it was a small
committee with little authority. Moreover, producers could appeal
SRC decisions before a jury of other producers, where a “you-scratchmy-back-I’ll-scratch-yours” mentality prevailed. As a result, films
released between 1930 and 1934—like The Story of Temple Drake
(1933), Gabriel Over the White House (1933), and Scarface (1932)—were
in fact some of the most titillating, radical, and graphic films released
by Hollywood to date.12
Reformers’ frustration with the apparent failure of the Code often
turned ugly. Joseph Breen, an influential Catholic layman and the
man who would soon become Hollywood’s chief censor, expressed
the views of many when he wrote in 1932 to Father Wilfrid Parsons,
the editor of the Catholic weekly America, that “Nobody [in
Hollywood] gives a damn for the Code or any of its provisions.” The
Jews in the film industry, he alleged,“are simply a rotten bunch of vile
people with no respect for anything…[who] seem to think of nothing
but money making and sexual indulgence.”13 Although Breen’s
comments, written in private, were certainly more acerbic than most,
they were not unique: Protestant, Catholic, and mainstream
periodicals contained numerous articles which implicitly or explicitly
blamed the perceived immorality of Hollywood films on Jewish studio
owners and producers. In the Catholic press, for example, powerful
Los Angeles Bishop John J. Cantwell asserted that the Jews in the film
industry had the power but not the will to keep the screen free from
immorality: “[C]ertain it is that if…Jewish executives had any desire to
keep the screen free from offensiveness they could do so.”14 Among
Protestant periodicals, the Methodist Churchman attacked the“shrewd
Hebrews” for their “meretricious methods” of “selling crime and
shame” on screen; and even the liberal Christian Century concluded
that Jewish executives were responsible for the degraded state of
many films.15 A few American intellectuals went on the offensive as
well. For example, Theodore Dreiser, angered at the way Paramount
had adapted his An American Tragedy, wrote with implicit antisemitism
of the way “Mr. Zukor, Mr. Lasky and Mr. Thalberg,…not artists but
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business executives,”refuse to allow “the writers, directors and players
whom they employ and control to exercise freely their artistic
perceptions and capabilities.”16 He was more explicit in private: “[T]he
movies are solidly Jewish,”he wrote to a friend. “The dollar sign is the
guide—mentally & physically. That Americans should be led—the
mass—by their direction is beyond all believing. In addition, they are
arrogant, insolent and contemptuous.”17
Jewish organizations and individuals viewed the antisemitic
condemnations of the film industry as a threat to the reputation of the
entire American Jewish community. The attitude that “the minority is
always judged by its lowest representative” prevailed, especially
among the middle- and upper-class descendants of German Jews who
still ran many of the community’s important national organizations.18
In addition, after 1933, as domestic antisemitism spread, communal
leaders believed critiques of the film industry could threaten the
physical safety of American Jews as well. The Jewish executives in
Hollywood were some of the most well-known Jews in America, and
many people certainly equated Hollywood with Jews; yet, as historian
Stephen Whitfield observes, Jews in the film industry were neither
elected by the community as its public representatives, nor were they
particularly devoted to Jewish life.19 Jewish leaders therefore sought to
exercise some control over the industry: they were concerned, as one
rabbi wrote, about “the possibility of an anti-Semitic movement being
launched, first against the Moving Picture Industry, because it is the
most vulnerable, and of the further extension of that movement
toward Jews in all walks of life.”20
Although the United States never witnessed the same
widespread, state-sponsored, and ultimately genocidal antisemitism
as did Germany, and although public opinion polls late in the 1930s
demonstrated that most Americans disapproved of Nazi antisemitism
and were not willing to support antisemitic campaigns, American
Jewish leaders nevertheless feared that the increasing number of
public and private manifestations of antisemitism would become a
nationwide movement.21 In fact, historian Leonard Dinnerstein
concludes that after 1933, the United States experienced “an explosion
of unprecedented antisemitic fervor.”22 “Genteel bigots”in the United
States accepted Hitler’s Jewish-conspiracy explanations for the
worldwide economic crisis; the prominence of Jews in Roosevelt’s
administration led many critics to decry the “Jew Deal”;
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fundamentalist and even some liberal Protestants believed that antiJewish animus was in part a result of the Jews’ failure to convert to
Christianity; demagogues like William Dudley Pelley, Father Charles
Coughlin, and Reverend Gerald Winrod drew increasingly large
audiences of disaffected Americans looking for a scapegoat for their
problems; discrimination against Jews continued in housing,
employment, and in universities; and Nazi sympathizers occasionally
committed acts of vandalism or violence against Jews and their
property.23
For Jewish communal leaders, these manifestations of
antisemitism, however scattered or weakly supported, were extremely
worrisome. Jews in the 1930s did not have the benefit of hindsight:
they did not know that antisemitism would not increase in the future,
that the United States would never adopt antisemitism as a political
tool, nor, for that matter, that Hitler’s power would never spread to the
United States and that the Nazis would ultimately be defeated. In the
1930s Jewish communal leaders and many other Americans believed
that their country’s political future was an open question.24 Harry
Schneiderman expressed this uncertainty in the American Jewish Year
Book’s review of the year 1934–35: “The feeling was spreading that
anti-Jewish forces, unprecedently [sic] powerful, pernicious, and
unscrupulous, were at work, and that on the outcome of the struggle
against those enemies depends to a large extent the fate of future
generations of Jews.”25 In 1936 the editors of Fortune justified their
authoritative study of Jews in the professions by explaining that the
“apprehensiveness of American Jewry has become one of the
important influences in the social life of our time”; their study was
therefore intended to refute antisemitic conspiracy theories by
delineating the actual percentages of Jews in various industries.26 And
by 1941 Rabbi Milton Steinberg concluded that American Jews had
become “apprehensive over their security as never before in their
history.”27
This heightened perception of antisemitism intensified Jewish
anxiety over the community’s public image. In the political realm, for
example, condemnations of the number of Jews in the Roosevelt
administration led to frantic calls from some Jewish quarters for the
administration’s Jews to resign. Such calls, however, were met with
the argument that it was not only the right, but also the responsibility
of Jews as good Americans to support their country through public
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service.28 The same dynamic prevailed in the realm of Jewish culture:
in the 1930s and early 1940s, for example, the Jewish Publication
Society (JPS) was embroiled in debates over whether to publish the
poems of A. M. Klein, many of which contained graphic language and
sexual imagery. Historian Jonathan Sarna argues that, as a Jewish
publishing house, JPS “felt obliged to uphold standards that would
place it above reproach…and sought to project an image of Jewish
probity, dignity and righteousness, especially in matters concerning
love and sex.” Many of Klein’s poems—especially the love sonnets—
did not make it into the volume JPS eventually published; in others,
words such as “gutter” and “filth” were changed to spare what Sarna
calls JPS readers’ “high (or prudish) sense of morality.”29
This type of anxiety spilled over into the film realm, the locus for
so much anti-Jewish animus. Jewish leaders feared the possibility that
the entire Jewish community would be held responsible for the
purported immoral actions of a few Jews in the film industry. Four
distinct strategies emerged within the Jewish community for dealing
with the problem of film immorality and the campaign to reform it.
The first, pursued by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) and the Los
Angeles Jewish Community Committee (LA–JCC), involved trying to
protect the Jewish public image by discouraging Jews in the industry
from allowing the production of the types of films deemed immoral by
reformers. The next two strategies were undertaken by two members
of a committee of the Central Conference of American Rabbis (CCAR)
created to investigate the film morality question. One was
promulgated by Rabbi William Fineshriber of Philadelphia, who
believed that the best way to protect the Jewish image was to
cooperate as much and as publicly as possible with Catholic and
Protestant film reform groups. The other strategy within the CCAR
committee was that of the committee’s rogue element, Rabbi Sidney
Goldstein of New York’s Free Synagogue, who, inspired by true moral
outrage and the tenets of the social justice movement, believed that
the best way to protect the Jewish public image was to castigate Jewish
filmmakers for producing immoral films and to struggle in earnest to
remove such films from the nation’s theaters. The fourth strategy for
dealing with the problem of film morality and the film reform
campaign was one expressed by Henry Montor in the pages of the
American Jewish press. Montor, who was on his way to becoming an
important leader in the American Zionist movement, espoused a more
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radical view of the film situation than either the ADL or the CCAR.
Montor believed that it was the obsessive concern over the Jewish
public image which itself was the problem, and he criticized Jewish
participation in the film reform effort as little more than a public
relations ploy. Each of these strategies reveals a somewhat different
understanding of the importance of the public image of Jews and of
the form that public image should take.
“To Bring Jewish Producers and Executives to a Sense of their
Responsibility”: The Anti-Defamation League and Los Angeles
Jewish Community Committee30
One of the founding missions of the Anti-Defamation League of
B’nai B’rith in 1913 was to eradicate the negative image of Jews then
common on American film screens. This it considered to be the “most
pressing problem confronting” American Jews, and it was relatively
successful in battling it.31 In the late 1920s several Jewish
organizations and communal leaders criticized Cecil B. DeMille’s The
King of Kings (1927), a filmed passion play, for what they believed was
the film’s antisemitic caricatures of the Jewish high priest, the
Pharisees, and Judas Iscariot, as well as the film’s presentation of the
Jewish role in the crucifixion—all common elements of passion plays
that Jewish leaders believed were even more dangerous when they
appeared in a high-profile, big-budget motion picture.32 In response,
the MPPDA asked B’nai B’rith, whom it perceived as the
representative of American Jewry, to become the official Jewish
consultant to the industry. B’nai B’rith turned this duty over to the
ADL. It should not be surprising, therefore, that the ADL was the first
Jewish organization to respond to antisemitic attacks on the film
industry in the early 1930s.33
The ADL and its new ally, the LA–JCC, which former ADL leader
Leon Lewis founded in 1934, decided that the best way to combat the
attacks on the film industry was to warn Jewish industry executives of
the threat their films posed to the Jewish community. Protests against
immoral films were becoming more organized and more threatening.
In March 1934 the film trade presses began to warn of the impending
“Church War on Films,”and in April the Catholic hierarchy established
the Legion of Decency, recruiting millions of Catholics to pledge their
abstinence from immoral films.34 Its members, Legion leaders
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asserted, stood ready to boycott specific films, local theaters, or even
entire theater chains. Although the Legion of Decency itself was not
explicitly antisemitic—indeed, Protestant, Jewish, and interfaith
groups cooperated with it—in the document which became the
“blueprint” for the Legion, Martin Quigley placed the blame for
immoral films on Jews in the industry who he asserted,“have no fixed
moral convictions.”35 A month after the Legion’s founding, fearful that
the Legion might become explicitly antisemitic, ADL national director
Richard Gutstadt began planning a trip to Los Angeles to meet with
Jewish motion picture leaders. By placing the attacks on the industry
within the context of the general rise in antisemitism, Gutstadt hoped,
he told Lewis, to “[bring] these men to a clearer understanding of the
situation…[and] impel greater discrimination in the movie field” in
the future.36
Gutstadt was only able to plan such
a meeting because of the connections
the newly created LA–JCC had
established with Jews in the film
industry. Lewis, the first national
secretary of the ADL, had moved from
Chicago to Los Angeles after being
wounded in World War I; in Los Angeles
he served for several years as the ADL’s
primary representative. Since January
1933, when Hitler became chancellor of
Germany, Lewis had been engaged in
ferreting out Nazi sympathizers in
southern California.37 The region, as Richard E. Gutstadt
Lewis himself put it, had become a “hot- (courtesy American Jewish Archives)
bed” of Nazi activity, even at the studios run by Jews.38 But in the
spring of 1934, frustrated over clashes with local B’nai B’rith leaders—
especially over meddling into his investigations—Lewis had resigned
and created the LA–JCC, a local umbrella organization of selfappointed notables drawn from the major national Jewish
organizations, and from Los Angeles’s Jewish civic and social
luminaries.39 Many of the LA–JCC’s members had connections to
Jews in the film industry, especially Mendel Silberberg, an
entertainment lawyer who was soon appointed LA–JCC chairman,
although Lewis, as executive secretary, managed the committee’s day19
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to-day operations.
A week after creating the LA–JCC, Lewis
engineered the establishment of a Motion
Picture Committee composed of prominent
Jewish studio executives.40 This small group
of men—which consisted, at first, of Irving
Thalberg (MGM), Harry Cohn (Columbia),
H. Henningson (Universal), Joe Schenck
(20th Century), Jack Warner (Warner Bros.),
Emanuel Cohen (Paramount), Sol Wurtzel
(Fox), and Pandro Berman (RKO)—met with
Lewis monthly to discuss issues relevant to
both the film industry and the Jewish Harry Warner
community, and to contribute funds for the (courtesy American Jewish
LA–JCC’s work.41 From the outset, Lewis Archives)
declared this type of direct connection to the industry “a great deal
better” than the MPPDA/ADL committee established in the wake of
The King of Kings. Without the MPPDA
acting as a not-always-sympathetic
middleman, LA–JCC leaders could take their
concerns to Jews in the industry themselves.
Gutstadt agreed with Lewis’s assessment,
telling Lewis that he hoped that the Motion
Picture Committee would prove beneficial
both to antidefamation work in general and,
more specifically, to the defense of the
industry against the “rapidly increasing
church battle” against film immorality.42
Since Lewis and Gutstadt stayed in close
Jack Warner
communication, considering the ADL and
(courtesy American Jewish
LA–JCC to be intimately connected, both
Archives)
organizations enjoyed privileged access to
many of Hollywood’s Jewish producers and studio executives—to the
“sanctum sanctorum,”as Gutstadt put it.43
Gutstadt traveled to Los Angeles at the beginning of July 1934.
There, without any publicity, he met with a group of industry leaders
that included many of the members of the Motion Picture Committee,
along with Louis B. Mayer, David O. Selznick, and Harry Warner.
Although in general the ADL preferred quiet, behind-the-scenes
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maneuvering, such an approach was particularly important in its
relationship with the motion picture industry, lest antisemites use
ADL/industry contacts to bolster the theory that “the Jews”controlled
Hollywood. As Lewis described, the purpose of the meeting was “to
impress upon these men the fact that the Motion Picture Industry was
the outstanding target of the Anti-Semitic groups and that they
carried on their shoulders a tremendous responsibility.” Gutstadt first
raised the problem of the “increasing carelessness” of films with
antisemitic images, an ongoing ADL concern which the assembled
group agreed that the Motion Picture Committee should handle in
the future. Then, “in a very tactful manner…which could not give
offense to anyone present,”he raised the problem of film immorality.
In response, the industry executives promised that a “determined and
sincere effort was being made to remove all causes of criticism”on this
score. Indeed, that very day, in MPPDA meetings, these same men
had agreed upon sweeping changes which would ensure the
industry’s ability to strictly enforce the Production Code, primarily
through Joseph Breen and the new Production Code Administration.44
Gutstadt left satisfied with the outcome of his meeting, and he did not
raise the issue again in his correspondence with LA–JCC leaders.45
While ADL and LA–JCC leaders were pleased with the response
they received from Jewish industry executives, they did not realize that
in the process of encouraging these men to change their behavior,
they had unwittingly accepted the terms of film reformers and
internalized the very antisemitism that drove so much of the criticism
of the industry. ADL and LA–JCC leaders never actually addressed
the question of whether Hollywood films were immoral. Indeed,
there is no evidence that any of them had actually seen the films
under discussion, like Mae West’s She Done Him Wrong (1933) and I’m
No Angel (1933), Gold Diggers of 1933 (1933), or Tarzan, the Ape Man
(1932).46 These men accepted without investigation the notion that
the Jewish executives who ran most of the studios were in fact
responsible for these films while, in fact, there was considerable
debate at that time over who actually “controlled” Hollywood: the
heads of production in Los Angeles, the studio chiefs in New York, or
the Wall Street investment houses which had financed the expansions
of the studios in the 1920s and then assumed control of several of the
studios after they began to suffer from the Depression.47
In seeking to change Jewish producers’ behaviors, ADL and
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LA–JCC leaders treated the censorship battle as an internal Jewish
problem—it was the improper actions of some Jews, not the beliefs of
antisemites, which they sought to reform—and they asserted that
individual Jews bore a collective responsibility for the safety and
reputation of the entire Jewish community. As middle-to-upper-class
descendants of Central European Jews trying to shape the behaviors
of the largely East European film executives, ADL and LA–JCC leaders
were acting out an established ethnic dynamic in American Jewish
history. Other descendants of Central European immigrants, for
example, had responded to the rise in American antisemitism at the
turn of the century by blaming the new East European immigrants for
discrediting the Jewish community, and they urged them to cease
those behaviors which they believed were causing antisemitism:
gaudy dress, conspicuous consumption, and/or radical politics.48 This
was a mild form of Jewish self-hatred, a phenomenon commented
upon even in the 1930s.49 For example, The Nation observed in 1938
that “[c]onservative Jews, faced with the insanity of anti-Semitism, are
tempted to abandon rationality themselves and accept as their own
criteria of behavior the prejudices that operate against them.” Fear of
antisemitism led many Jews to assert that the behavior of one Jew
could affect the reputation of the community: as The Nation put it, the
Jewish radical, for example, “is looked upon not merely as a wrongheaded fellow, but as a menace to the race.”50 Jean-Paul Sartre would
later describe this feeling of collective responsibility in his classic AntiSemite and Jew: a Jew who meets a Jewish prostitute, for example,“sees
in the humiliating situation of a prostitute the humiliating situation of
Israel…In the last analysis it is he who is prostituted, humiliated; it is
he and the whole Jewish people.”51 Although, as we will see, there
were some Jews who criticized this mode of thinking, it was an
understandable reaction to the fear that pervaded Jewish self-defense
organizations in the 1930s. With no end in sight to the recent rise in
antisemitism, ADL and LA–JCC leaders chose to protect the public
image of Jews by trying to minimize any behaviors which antisemites
might use against the Jewish community.
Interfaith Relations and Social Justice:
the Central Conference of American Rabbis
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As Jewish self-defense organizations, the ADL and the LA–JCC
had tried to protect the Jewish public image by quietly attempting to
remove an apparent cause of American antisemitism. In contrast, the
two Reform rabbis who constituted the CCAR’s film morality
committee each believed that only public actions would protect the
Jewish community’s reputation by demonstrating openly that Jews
disapproved of film immorality. Yet the two rabbis placed Jewish
participation in the film crusade in two different contexts: Rabbi
William Fineshriber, the committee chair, believed that film morality
should be viewed as part of the burgeoning interfaith movement (then
known as the “goodwill” movement), while Rabbi Sidney Goldstein
contended that the issue was one of social justice.52 Both men agreed,
however, that the more publicity the CCAR committee received in this
endeavor, the better. Other national Jewish organizations, like the
United Synagogue of America (the Conservative congregational
body), the Synagogue Council of America (a group of rabbis and lay
leaders from across all three American Jewish movements), and the
National Council of Jewish Women also issued statements
condemning immoral films, but the CCAR was the most actively
involved in the crusade over film immorality.53 Reform Jewish leaders,
who were largely assimilated decendants of Central European Jews,
were more convinced than either Conservative or Orthodox leaders in
this period of the importance of shaping a positive image of Jews in
the American mind. Even the Reform movement was somewhat
divided on this score, however, and the debates within the CCAR
committee over its proper methods and actions reflect in miniature
the transformation the Reform movement was undergoing in the
interwar period: from an accommodationist, assimilationist, Central
European, old-guard leadership to a younger, more aggressive, more
particularist, and more East European one.54
The CCAR met for its annual convention in June 1934, just as the
Legion of Decency was stepping up its crusade against immoral films.
Condemnations of the motion picture industry—often either
implicitly or explicitly antisemitic—were becoming more frequent in
the trade and general presses, as were reports or rumors of film
boycotts across the nation.55 The CCAR reacted to this threat by
creating a way for Jews to become publicly involved in the film reform
effort: the conference passed a resolution creating a committee to
cooperate with other religious and civic groups seeking to improve the
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moral standards of motion pictures.56
Interestingly, the CCAR resolution had originated with the ADL
itself. When the ADL’s national chairman, Sigmund Livingston, asked
Chicago Rabbi Charles Shulman, a member of the ADL’s Special
Advisory Council and a CCAR leader, to raise the issue of immoral
motion pictures at the convention, Gutstadt had not yet traveled to
Los Angeles and the outcome of his meeting was, of course,
uncertain.57 Perhaps Livingston believed that the CCAR, as a religious
organization, was a more appropriate public spokesperson for Jewish
morality than the ADL, a self-defense organization. Indeed, as we
have seen, the ADL seemed to care little for the moral content of
Hollywood films; perhaps they hoped to hedge their bets by creating
a two-pronged attack on the industry, one from the perspective of
self-defense and the other from the perspective of morality and
religion.
Whatever the reason for Livingston’s
letter, Shulman responded energetically to
his request. Together with a group of
prominent Reform rabbis from across the
country,58 Shulman introduced a rather
radical and sweeping resolution that
denounced the industry for its “wanton
indifference to the responsibilities that it
carries, and for the abuses that it has thus far
tolerated,”calling upon “the Jewish people of
the nation to refrain from attending any and
Shulman
all picture houses that still show films that Charles
(courtesy American Jewish
undermine character and morality,” and Archives)
urging Jews “to co-operate to the fullest
extent with their neighbors to purge the motion picture industry of
those elements injurious to moral well being.”59 This resolution,
however, proved too vehement for the rest of conference attendees.
First, it was far too broad a denunciation of the predominantly Jewish
motion picture producers, too closely resembling the attacks on the
industry which were so often tinged with antisemitism. It was highly
unlikely that any Jewish group would pass such a damning statement
about other Jews in the tension-filled 1930s. Second, the resolution
threatened a Jewish boycott of immoral films and here skirted the
realm of improbability. Neither the CCAR nor any other rabbinical or
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secular Jewish body could reasonably hope to coordinate or enforce
such an action by American Jews, who did not take kindly to orders
from “above.” Not only did rabbis not wield the kind of power over
their congregants as priests might over Catholic lay people, but most
American Jews in the 1930s did not even belong to a synagogue,
where they might have been swayed by a rabbi’s moral pleadings.60
American Jews could not even unite around Zionism or behind a
boycott of German goods; it was even less likely that they could come
together to boycott motion pictures which some Catholics and
Protestant leaders had deemed immoral.61 Shulman’s boldly
moralistic resolution was therefore revised in favor of a much milder
one which refrained from casting blame for the “harmful moral
influence” exerted by many films and instead created a committee to
study the problem and cooperate in the film reform effort.62
The formation of the CCAR committee was covered in the Jewish,
mainstream, and film trade presses, and the committee chair, Rabbi
William Fineshriber, immediately set about offering Protestant and
Catholic leaders his assistance in the crusade against immoral films.63
He received an immediate, positive response from the Protestant
Federal Council of Churches (FCC), which suggested that further
cooperation be conducted under the aegis of the National Conference
of Jews and Christians (NCJC).64 In fact, the NCJC News Service had
already sought more information on the CCAR resolution and
committee, since they were “particularly anxious…to describe the
action which has been taken by Jewish agencies”in the motion picture
reform field.65 As the most important American interfaith
organization, the NCJC shared the CCAR’s desire to distance
American Jews from the perceived moral failings of the Jewish men
who dominated Hollywood. The Catholics were not quite as
receptive, however. Cincinnati Archbishop John McNicholas’s office
did not respond to Fineshriber’s letter for three months, and although
his secretary claimed this was because the letter had been misplaced,
two other possible explanations suggest themselves for the Catholic
disinterest.66 Of the three religious groups in the NCJC, the Catholics
were the least active and the least committed to interreligious
cooperation; moreover, as we have seen, one of the underlying themes
of the Catholic crusade was that Jews as a group were responsible for
the moral lapses in motion pictures.67
Despite McNicholas’s failure to respond, Fineshriber’s fellow
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CCAR committee member, Rabbi Goldstein, quickly became involved
in interfaith meetings held in New York City to coordinate protests
against the industry.68 Representing the CCAR and the local
intermovement New York Board of Jewish Ministers, Goldstein
pledged that the Jewish groups would support the crusade “without
reservation.” In a move which his colleague Fineshriber would never
take, Goldstein publicly denounced both the MPPDA and the
prospect of effective self-regulation by the industry.69 Instead, he
proposed that a national supervisory committee made up of
producers, clergy, and important members of the public should
oversee films—rather than a board of censorship, which leaders of
each of the three faiths publicly opposed, or industry self-regulation,
which Goldstein consistently distrusted.70 Goldstein’s proposal was
approved by the interfaith committee, although no action seems to
have been taken toward making this idea a reality.71
Although the further activities of the New York interfaith
committee were not covered in either the mainstream or trade presses,
the CCAR committee apparently came to believe that it needed to act
on its own as well. A warning of imminent antisemitism galvanized
Fineshriber into new action in the fall, separate from any interfaith
activities. Perhaps with the upcoming annual Catholic Bishop’s
Conference in November in mind, Worth Tippy of the FCC warned
Fineshriber in late October that the Legion of Decency was “likely at
any time”to transform its “intense feeling against the moral quality of
films…into anti-Semitic feeling”; the Catholic press already had.
Tippy was confident that the Jewish producers must not “realize the
danger to their people,” and he expressed the hope that “your
[influential] conferences of Rabbis can get together with Jewish
leaders in the industry” to correct the problem of immoral films.72
Fineshriber interpreted this letter, as well as recent resolutions about
motion picture morality passed by Episcopalian and Lutheran bodies,
as a threat of an “explosion on the part of Protestants”which, together
with potential Catholic outbursts, could create an enormous problem
for American Jews.73 In the fall and winter of 1934–35, therefore, he
and Goldstein met with studio executives in New York and Los
Angeles, in meetings arranged through the personal connections of
both Rabbi Stephen Wise, Goldstein’s boss, and Harry Warner, the
Jewish industry figure most known for moralizing and for his
dedication to Jewish causes.74
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Although there is no record of Fineshriber’s discussions over the
three weeks he stayed in Los Angeles (Goldstein, because of a
scheduling mix-up, stayed only a day), he was clearly impressed by the
industry’s promises to reform itself. In his
discussions
with
industry
figures,
Fineshriber apparently echoed the ADL’s
message that Jews in the industry had a
responsibility to safeguard the Jewish
community’s reputation, and the responses
he received from industry executives suggest
that he conveyed his message in a
cooperative and convivial manner.75 The
mutually positive feelings Fineshriber’s visit
engendered certainly emerged in his report,
which reads rather like a MPPDA press William Fineshriber
release in its praise for, confidence in, and (courtesy American Jewish
Archives)
protective stance toward the industry.76 In
the report, which received a great deal of publicity, Fineshriber
deflected blame for film immorality from the film industry to the
religious, social, domestic, and educational spheres, all of which had a
responsibility, he argued, to educate the public to patronize better
films.77 In other words, as the industry often asserted, it was only
providing audiences with the kinds of films they desired, and if
audiences asked for immoral films, the industry had no choice but to
comply. Fineshriber was also steadfast in his refusal to condemn the
MPPDA or its president, former Postmaster General Will H. Hays—in
sharp contrast to Goldstein.78 Aside from the warm relations
Fineshriber had established with Hays and other MPPDA leaders in
Hollywood, he was also no doubt affected by new Catholic reports
which pronounced recent Hollywood films “991/2% Clean,” as a
January 1935 Hollywood Reporter headline read.79 With the Catholics
no longer adjudging films immoral, the CCAR committee’s goals
seemed fulfilled: it had made its views known to Catholics and
Protestants and, secondarily, had warned Jewish producers of the
threat they were posing to the Jewish community’s reputation.
For Fineshriber, the most important part of the CCAR committee’s
work was its potential for strengthening interfaith cooperation. A
non-Zionist and a long-time supporter of interfaith activities,
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Fineshriber represented the old guard of Reform rabbis, who in the
early 1930s were losing their grip on the leadership of the CCAR.80
Fineshriber saw in the CCAR film committee the opportunity for the
conference to gain, in his words, the “standing and prestige” it
deserved among other American religious and moral organizations.81
In the interwar period, Reform Jewish organizations were particularly
involved with the goodwill movement, believing that it offered the
best hope for a positive American Jewish public image, as well as
social acceptability, a measure of defense against Christian
antisemitism, and an increased sense of self-esteem and belonging.
Instigated and led by Protestants, the goodwill movement initially
engendered ambivalence and even outright hostility among both Jews
and Catholics, but by the time the NCJC was organized in 1927,
Jewish support had grown: nine of the ten groups originally affiliating
with it were Jewish, and five of these nine were either explicitly
Reform organizations or organizations closely connected to Reform

William Fineshriber (right), with unidentified actor
(courtesy American Jewish Archives)

Judaism.82
Once Fineshriber had made public the CCAR’s willingness to
cooperate with Christian groups and had secured promises from
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industry figures to reform, he was satisfied. Although the CCAR
committee’s impact on the goodwill movement or the film reform
campaign is difficult to quantify, its cooperation with Christian groups
in the film crusade certainly did not hurt American Jews’public image.
Unlike the ADL and LA–JCC’s quiet efforts, the CCAR’s wellpublicized activities demonstrated to whomever was paying attention
that the Jewish community was willing to
confront the film industry where matters of
morality were concerned.
Sidney Goldstein, however, believed that
the CCAR had not gone nearly far enough in
confronting the evils of the film industry. For
Goldstein, the issue was one of social justice,
like the battles to eradicate child labor or the
purported evil excesses of capitalism. As he
put it, the crusade against motion pictures
was but “one phase of a great wave of moral
wrath that is sweeping wide and deep
through every segment of life.”83 Goldstein Rabbi Sidney Goldstein
had a passion for social justice which (courtesy American Jewish
Archives)
probably exceeded even his colleague Rabbi
Wise’s,84 although both men were in the forefront of the Reform
movement’s social justice activities, including campaigns to improve
the quality of life for working people and to prevent child labor,
venereal disease, white slavery, and juvenile delinquency.85 As a
social-justice issue, the battle to purify “immoral” entertainment was
not open to any compromises, according to Goldstein—immoral films
were a potential “source of moral contagion”and needed to be curbed
so as not to “endanger the moral life and spiritual welfare of the
people.”86
Goldstein’s uncompromising focus on the ethical issues of the film
reform crusade and his placement of the issue within the realm of
social justice brought him into conflict with the more
accommodationist Fineshriber. In a broader sense, this was a
reflection of the many differences that existed between Wise’s
disciples in the Reform movement and the elite, decorous Central
European Jews who controlled the CCAR, B’nai B’rith, and the
American Jewish Committee, organizations with which Wise
consistently clashed on matters of method.87 Goldstein and
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Fineshriber clearly disagreed in their interpretations of the degree to
which the CCAR should cooperate with the industry. “Fineshriber
went to the Coast in part to investigate the Hays organization and
program in Hollywood,” Goldstein protested to CCAR president
Samuel Goldenson, but he came back “with a letter of commendation
from the very man who is so largely responsible for the conditions
against which we have protested.”88 Goldstein was even more upset
when he read Fineshriber’s draft of the CCAR Committee’s official
report: “I could not myself sign a report which exonerated the Hays
organization by the omission of any reference to the number of times
Hays and his group have betrayed the public,” Goldstein told
Fineshriber, and Fineshriber therefore issued his report as an
individual rather than as chair of the CCAR committee.89
Dissatisfied with the outcome of the CCAR committee’s work,
Goldstein continued to work to reform motion pictures through other
organizations like the New York Board of Jewish Ministers, where he
set up a motion picture committee that cooperated with similar
committees of the New York Federation of Jewish Women’s
Organizations and the Metropolitan Conference of Temple
Brotherhoods.90 There is little evidence, however, that any of these
additional groups accomplished much. Goldstein’s views on the
industry did receive some attention when his article “The Motion
Picture and Social Control” was published in William Perlman’s The
Movies on Trial, along with articles by Edward G. Robinson, Bishop
Cantwell, Upton Sinclair, John Haynes Holmes, and Chapin Hall.91
He continued to harbor negative feelings about the motion picture
industry and to protest its supposed immorality as the years went on.92
In his work with the CCAR committee and all his later activities
for film reform, Goldstein asserted that Jews had a special
responsibility to combat the evils of the motion picture industry. He
believed that Jews in the industry were responsible for those evils, and
thus that the American Jewish image was being sullied by the actions
of a few immoral Jews. The moral elements of the Jewish community
therefore needed to take a strong stand against their wayward
coreligionists: “We must purge our own people of everything that
brings discredit and dishonor to Israel,”he told Goldenson.93
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Jewish Pride: Henry Montor
It was this type of sentiment that particularly outraged Henry
Montor, whose own strategy for dealing with the film morality
problem was based on a distaste for the methods of organizations like
the ADL, LA–JCC, and CCAR. Montor, a journalist and Zionist, would
soon become executive director of the United Palestine Appeal (UPA)
and then a vice-chairman of the United Jewish Appeal, responsible for
overseeing the fund drives for the UPA and the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee.94 Although in the film morality debate he
spoke only for himself, and there is no evidence that his opinions at
all shaped Jewish communal behaviors, Montor’s views nevertheless
offer a forceful and rather surprising counterpoint to those discussed
above. Montor’s stand on the movie reform crusade was as
uncompromising as Goldstein’s, but in a completely different
direction.
Montor’s “Should Jews Join the Movie Crusade? NO!”was a long
article syndicated in several Anglo-Jewish newspapers, one of many
discussing the question of Jewish participation in the crusade which
appeared in the Jewish press in the months after CCAR began
cooperating with Protestant and Catholic groups. Opinions were
mixed. Some writers, believing like Goldstein that this was a “battle
for the Jewish name,” urged Jewish involvement. The Jews in the
industry had “surrender[ed] Jewish ideals,” wrote journalist Louis
Minsky, and thus Jews should not only participate in the crusade
against immoral films, but should do so more aggressively and
vigorously than other groups.95 Others wondered about the ulterior
motives of the crusade. The editors of the Minneapolis/St. Paul
American Jewish World questioned whether this was not simply “a
thinly disguised attempt to displace Jews from the dominant role they
are said to hold in the industry” and whether Jewish participation in
the reform battle was not “an admission of specific Jewish
responsibility as well as a confession of guilt.”96 In the Chicago Jewish
Chronicle, Bernard Levin chronicled other aspects of society that
needed reforming, and asked why the film industry in particular had
come under so much fire: “That this selection was accidental I do not
believe,” he concluded, inferring that antisemitism lay at the heart of
the effort.97
Montor also expressed strong misgivings about Jewish
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cooperation in the film reform effort. He criticized the efforts of“some
members of the American rabbinate”—no doubt the CCAR—who
had made it appear that Jewish abstention from the movie crusade
would taint the Jewish public image “as surely,” he wrote, “as the
evasion of conscription during the World War would have done.”
Montor departed from many of his fellow American Jews in arguing
that “for the Jewish people as a whole to assume responsibility for real
or fancied delinquencies of individuals is a form of self-imposed
martyrdom which is intolerable…It is a strange emancipation that the
Jew in America enjoys if he must subscribe to the doctrine that every
Jew who has bad manners jeopardizes the existence of the race.” And
he astutely pointed out that most of the rabbis who encouraged
Jewish participation in the film reform crusade did so out of a desire
to protect the Jewish public image rather than from any deeply held
moral convictions. “This constant fear complex,” Montor argued,
“must inevitably undermine the morals of the American Jew and
impress him with the conviction that his life is hazardous and his
preservation dependent upon his yielding to every temporary
aberration of the majority…If every Jew can vote for himself, every Jew
should be allowed to think for himself, without regard to what
reaction such thought may cause in the breasts of Catholics and
Protestants.”98
Montor was criticizing the very mentality that seemed to drive
Jewish life in the Diaspora: the ubiquitous concern for appearances,
for what the Gentiles might be thinking. He believed that this
“constant fear complex”—more extreme Zionists might have called it
a galut mentality—led Jewish leaders to distort the film morality
problem, which he argued was not one of collective Jewish
responsibility for immorality, but rather a move to stop the maturation
of film into an art form able to deal with serious social and moral
issues.99 Of course, Montor’s criticism, if taken to its most extreme
conclusion, would have led him to a solution more strident Zionists
were reaching in other areas: that only in a Jewish state, where Jews
would constitute the majority, could any Jew hope to live without the
fear of offending their gentile neighbors. As a good American Zionist
of the interwar period, however, Montor would not have advocated a
solution which cast aspersions on the potential for Jews to develop
freely in the United States, or which intimated that a Jewish state
should be a home for all Jews and not just the persecuted Jews of
Europe.100 Montor concluded instead that conservative, “self32
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righteous”forces should not be allowed to stifle the“art”of the movies,
and that parents should realize that not all films were appropriate for
all audiences—that “irresponsible parents” should be stopped from
“convert[ing] motion picture houses into transient nurseries.”
Montor may not have been a radical, but he was ahead of his time.
He was certainly not alone among industry observers in suggesting
that movies should be restricted to age-appropriate audiences, but
such a system would not be adopted until 1968, when the Motion
Picture Producers Association (the successor to the MPPDA) replaced
the desiccated Production Code with the still-operative ratings
system. More importantly, however, in criticizing the attitude which
drove so much of American Jewish life, Montor articulated ideas that
would not become widely acceptable until the counterculture
movements of the 1960s challenged the cultural hegemony of middleclass white, male Protestants and promulgated a new ideal of ethnic,
racial, and gendered distinctiveness.
In the 1930s, however, concern over gentile perceptions still
dominated the Jewish relationship with the film industry. In their
activities on behalf of film reform, ADL, LA–JCC, and CCAR leaders
were motivated by a very real fear for the safety and future of
American Jewry, a fear born out of economic depression, political
uncertainty, and the worldwide spread of antisemitism. Not until
these problems were resolved would the American Jewish community
begin to rethink the place that the concern for appearances held in the
American Jewish mind.
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